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Mini European Summit at Elysee Palace
Informal Meeting before the summit

Paris, 22.06.2014, 21:38 Time

USPA NEWS - Informal Meeting of 9 Social Democrats EU leaders
They support the candidacy of Jean Claude Juncker for the presidency of the European Commission. The meeting in Paris on
Saturday held informally, before an upcoming summit of the European Union scheduled for 26 and 27 June in Brussels.

The aim of the meeting is to facilitate, among other, the candidacy of Jean Claude Juncker, President of the Commission. The
candidate of right wing is supported by the European left, which will support the program if elected. Were present, nine Social
Democratic leaders: The German Vice-Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel (SPD), Elio Di Rupo (Belgium), Denmark's Helle Thorning-Schmidt,
Victor Viorel Ponta Romania, Robert Fico of Slovakia, Bohuslav Sobotka of the Czech Republic), Joseph Muscat Malta, Austrian
Werner Faymann and the Italian leader Matteo Renzi. The latter had met with Matteo Renzi with François Hollande before the summit
and said "Italy and France must change Europe together."
Moreover, even if Mr. Renzi he wants to get the stability pact more flexible limiting the deficit in EU countries 3% of GDP and debt to
60%, he needs to convince the others to create the conditions that "Are not met hope to change the rules" as declared Herman Van
Rompuy.
The last topic of this mini summit has concerned "Master immigration in a manner consistent with our values and our principles,"
according to François Hollande (Alluding to such high results of the extreme right of the last European elections).

The nine leftist leaders agreed on the need to use "All margins and all flexibilities" of budgetary stability pact, and "Know what
investment return or do not fit in the level of spending and operate adjustments, " as said the French president, François Hollande.
These adjustments will be more than welcome to finally announce an end of crisis and improve finances of Europe announced at this
mini social democrat timely summit at the Elysée Palace.

Until the next Summit on 26 June, which looks long and complex according the European agenda, will emerge a new roadmap after
the election of the new president of the commission seeking the eternal Holly Graal: restore growth and especially to maintain it.
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